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How empathic interaction is achieved in online medical consultations in the context of
Mainland China
Yu Zhang
Hong Kong Baptist University
While empathy is believed to play a key role in doctor-patient communication (Silverman et al., 2013), and the
speech acts involved have also been identified in online medical consultation (OMC) in the western context (see
Pounds & Pablos-Ortega, 2015), few studies have attempted to explore the interactional features of such interactions.
Related studies are even scarce in the context of Mainland China, though China sees an increasing growth in ehealthcare platform activities and OMC would remain promising in China owing to an “Internet plus healthcare”
policy put forward by Chinese government this year.
To fill the gap, the present study explores 30 asynchronous text-based empathic interactions collected from three ehealthcare platforms used in Mainland China, aiming at finding out the discourse features of clinical empathic
interactions. Data are identified based on an integrated category framework, made up of existing categories in
relation to patients’ (potential) empathic opportunity, doctors’ empathic responses, and elicitation of patients’
empathic opportunity. Three types of empathic interaction sequences are found. It is also found patients’ potential
negative emotions are presented through repetition, and doctors’ empathy is demonstrated through formulation and
agreeing. To conclude, the study discusses different empathic interaction sequences and speech acts used in empathic
interactions.
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Respectez-nous as we feminise the rhyme: Women Rappers and Gender Empowerment in
French hip-hop
Scooter Pegram
Indiana University Bloomington
ABSTRACT OF PAPER
French women have long been in a subordinate position as compared to men, and females are underrepresented in
nearly every sector in France (including in pop culture). Moreover, this sort of gender discrimination is even worse
for women of colour in France, as they are nearly invisible aside from the menial service jobs that they usually
occupy. Due to their lack of a voice in France, one of the only outlets available for women of colour to express their
frustration, communicate with one another or uplift themselves is the medium of hip-hop music. This paper
introduces readers to the subject of female-led resistance to gender inequality in France via the contemporary
medium of French-language hip-hop. This paper analyses lyrical educational empowerment by women in French
“rap” by discussing a few examples of this ever-evolving thematic concept of positive resistance via the rhyme as
we briefly deconstruct a few songs by the four major female rap artists in France over the past 20 years.
KEY WORDS
French women, female rappers, French hip-hop, lyrical resistance, Rap as protest
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The enterprise of love: marketized intimacy and individualized self in post-90s Chinese
lesbians’ discourses
Kaixi Cathay Wang
City University of Hong Kong
Abstract
This chapter presents a discursive analytic study of two sets of interview data in which two post-90s (i.e. born in the
1990s) Chinese lesbians describe their intimate practices. The intimate activities that have emerged from the
interview include intimate argument, cohabitation, marriage and breakup. Findings suggest that in enacting these
intimate practices, these lesbians largely adopt business logic and discourses to frame and evaluate both their partners
and their relationships. In other words, in their enactment, the discourse of marketization both erodes and
marginalizes the discourse of romantic love. Out of this, a highly individualized and capitalized lesbian subjectivity
is thus constituted. This is in line with both the marketization of society by neoliberal imperatives since China’s
market reform and the globalized homonormative ideal where gay and lesbian subjects are expected to be responsible
for their own well-being. This indicates further the blurred line between the public sphere and the private sphere in
urban China as the public logic and discourses have in a way colonized the private sphere. The urban Chinese lesbian
intimate practices, in Max Weber’s words, are ‘disenchanted’.
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Attractiveness in the Sounds of Brand Names: A Perceptual Study on Cantonese Listeners
Wing Ki Tam and Mingxing Li
Hong Kong Baptist University
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Self-paced Reading Analysis of Chinese Complement Coercion: Eventive VS. Entitive
Complement Nominals
Wenting Xue and Meichun Liu
City University of Hong Kong
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A Preliminary Acoustic Experiment on Tone Production by a Cantonese Post-stroke Aphasic
Speaker
Ling Zhang
The Education University of Hong Kong
A standard paradigm for tone production studies is to ask informants to read a set of isolated syllables which are
minimal pairs of tones, and these syllables are recorded and further analyzed. This paper reports a preliminary
acoustic experiment on tone production by a Cantonese post-stroke aphasic patient, KF, who is a male speaker aged
52 and with lesion in left hemisphere. KF was asked to read aloud a list of syllables “夫 fu1, 苦 fu2, 富 fu3, 符 fu4,
婦 fu5, 父 fu6”, which are a set of minimal pairs of Cantonese six tones. KF was also asked to describe the family
scene picture in Cantonese Aphasia Battery (E. M. Yiu, 1992). The sound recordings of these two tasks (isolated
tones: 3 repetitions per tone; tones in speech: 6~11 items per tone) were analyzed and compared with those data of
normal people (L. Zhang, 2017), as juxtaposed in Fig. 1. In isolated form, as shown in Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b, the aphasic
patient exhibits a pattern of severely collapsed T3, T6, and T5; only the patterns of T1, T4 and T2 are comparable
to normal people. Especially T5, which should be a rising tone, is mispronounced as a falling tone by KF. Thus,
from the perspective of traditional tone research method (only to study isolated citation form), KF should be judged
to have severe disruption in tone production. However, the tone patterns shown in Fig. 1c and Fig. 1d are very similar,
which indicates that KF can produce the six tones correctly in continuous speech. This pilot study tells us that tone
production in different contexts may lead to very different judgements and conclusions for aphasic patients. A more
comprehensive study should be carried out to further assess the tone production problems of aphasic patients.

References:
Yiu, E. M. (1992). Linguistic assessment of Chinese-speaking aphasics: Development of a Cantonese aphasia battery.
Journal of Neurolinguistics, 7(4), 379-424.
Zhang, L. (2017). Hong Kong Cantonese Lexical Tones and Declining Intonation [粵語聲調的曲拱特徵與降勢音高].
Linguistic Sciences [語言科學], 16(2), 182-192.
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普通话母语者对英语齿间清擦音/θ/和齿龈轻擦音/s/的产出与感知研究
Native Mandarin Speakers’ Production and Perception of English Voiceless Interdental and
Alveolar Fricatives
Yi Wang
Hong Kong Baptist University
普通话母语者对英语语音的感知和产出一直是语言研究重点，其中/s、θ/两个擦音常让学习者混淆。
本研究基于前人对英语擦音的研究及二语习得理论SLM，以18位普通话母语者为被试，研究他们对英语/θ、
s/的产出和感知。研究包括发音和感知实验。发音实验选取了20组/s/和/θ/的最小对比对作为录音材料，擦
音分别位于词首、词中和词尾。分析了发音正确率、错误类型和相应的声学特征。感知实验采用相同测试
项，并插入干扰项，组成共80个单词的感知实验材料。被试根据录音在4个包含目标擦音的选项中做出选
择，从而分析感知正确率及错误类型。
产出实验结果显示/s/和/θ/的平均正确率分别为93.49%和64.31%，且不论在哪个位置，/s/的正确率都
高于/θ/。/θ/有135次错误发音，其中111次是替换错误，用/s/替换/θ/的次数最多共103次。/s/共有19次错误
发音，其中17次是替换错误，用/θ/替换/s/的次数最多共14次。本研究也对录音进行了声学分析。据前人研
究，/s、θ/差异在声学特征上主要体现为：/θ/的频谱重心COG高于/s/；/s/的强度大于/θ/；/s/的音长长于/θ/。
分析发现，控制组和被试每组最小对比对中/s/的强度都大于/θ/，但控制组/s、θ/之间的强度差更大。计算
擦音的相对音长发现两组之间差异不大，/s/的相对音长均长于/θ/。总体来说强度和音长都符合前人描述。
被试组与控制组的重心差异较大。控制组的/θ/重心高于/s/，为8045.31Hz和6766.73Hz。而被试组/θ、s/的
重心为8375.34Hz和8648.88Hz，二者数值近似，前者与控制组接近，后者远高于控制组。说明普通话母语
者/s/的发音非常靠前，达到甚至超过了英语/θ/的位置。总的来说，产出实验中/s/的情况比/θ/好。
感知实验的结果显示，/θ/和/s/的平均正确率分别为60.49%和69.87%。/s/的错误次数为111，错误类
型均为把/s/错听为/θ/。/θ/的错误次数为123，93次是错听为/s/，29次是错听为/f/，1次是错听为/ʃ/。从感知
实验的结果来看，普通话母语者在听感上并不能很好区分/θ/和/s/的差异，但/s/的感知正确率还是高于/θ/。
总的来说，/θ、s/在产出实验中的正确率都高于感知实验，尤其是/s/。说明被试并不能很好的在感
知上分辨这两个擦音，但却比较容易产出/s/这个擦音。造成这样的原因可能是普通话/s/的发音部位非常靠
前接近/θ/，导致没能成功建立/θ/的语音范畴，使普通话母语者难以在感知上正确区分它们。根据SLM，感
知影响产出，本研究中的情况却正好与之相反，这可能是由于英语拼写和实验设计的问题导致了产出和感
知上的不平衡。
关键词：普通话母语者、英语、齿间清擦音、齿龈清擦音、感知、产出、声学特征
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Developmental Patterns of Prosodic Focus Marking: A Case for Chinese Learners of English
Congchao Hua
City University of Hong Kong
This study investigated Chinese English-as-a-foreign-language (EFL) learners’ acquisition of the prosodic marking
of broad focus and narrow focus in English. English and Chinese are typologically different in terms of focus
marking. While in both languages broad focus is the default (the unmarked form) and narrow focus the less frequent
(the marked form), in English both broad focus and narrow focus are realized prosodically, but in Chinese only
narrow focus that is not marked syntactically is realized prosodically. To investigate the developmental patterns of
prosodic focus marking by Chinese EFL learners, we conducted a cross-sectional study with 80 Chinese EFL learners
of different proficiency levels, who participated in four tasks: comprehension, perception, production and prediction.
Results showed that the participants performed worse on the broad focus items than on the narrow focus items in the
perception, comprehension and prediction tasks but better on the broad focus items in the production task. In general,
participants of higher proficiency performed better than those of lower proficiency in all four tasks, demonstrating
improvements with proficiency. Corresponding to their performances in the tasks, the participants’ perception,
comprehension and awareness of broad focus developed later compared with those of narrow focus, but their
production of broad focus developed earlier. Explanations for the uneven developmental patterns were sought.
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The PDIR-Mode-Based Dynamic Analysis of Underlying Phonological Features of Mandarin
Tone and English Stress*1
Jia Guo
Nankai University
The view that English is a stress language and Mandarin is a tone language has lasted for centuries. While, in the
recent 20 years, the fast development of English prosodic phonology opens another window to Mandarin phonology,
and the suprasegmental tone and stress also bring new debates and findings. Based on over 20 years’ literatures,
these studies can be categorized into three trends: 1) English phonology is Chinese phonology; 2) Chinese phonology
equals to English phonology; 3) Chinese phonology is Chinese phonology. The first two have substantially
contributed to analyze Mandarin prosodic phonology in universal typological way and trend 3 holds on the
importance of Mandarin’s own features. All the three trends have provided great help for Chinese phonology. Based
on the studies above, this research initiates a comparative study in a new way and hope provide more objective
evidences for further study.
And as Shen (2012) explains the reasons why comparative studies between Mandarin and English are difficult: one
is the ignorance of the systematic mechanism of the evidence; the other is the ignorance of the evidence from the
internal language. Experimentally, the four parameter factors (pitch, pitch range, duration and intensity) have been
applied to analyze prosodic phonology, but usually only one or two factors have be focused in one study. This study
tries to take all the four parameters into consideration to further explore the underlying structures of English and
Mandarin systematically. In terms of the evidence from the internal languages, English is stress-predictable and its
analysis is foot-based. Foot is the metrical unit with visibly minimal heavy-light-alternation. Therefore, the
discussion whether Mandarin is a stress language can be narrowed down to whether Mandarin phonology has foot
layer or not. Due to the multi-complex of phonology, this initiative study simplifies the external linguistic condition
to avoid more outside factors. The disyllabic words will be the main focus for the next two reasons: one is because
stress is the heavy-light segment alternation, so at least two syllables are needed to make a comparison, another is
that Chinese is a “one syllable–one tone–one word” language, so at least two-syllable combination are needed to
explore its phonological behavior. For English, two major stress types (heavy + light; light + heavy) are studies (such
as “airport, famous”, etc.). As for Chinese, 16 tone patterns (1+1, 1+2, 1+3, 1+4, 2+1, 2+2, 2+3, 2+4, 3+1, 3+2, 3+3,
3+4, 4+1, 4+2, 4+3, 4+4, such as “饮茶 yin3cha2, 书桌 shu1zhuo1”, etc.) has been analyzed in detail. This study
proposes the PDIR analysis mode to normalize the parameter to carry out the comparison. The current findings are
as follows:

After detailed research, this study points out different from the previous ones, this study finds out different stress
type and different tone type demonstrate differently and there are potential homogenous and heterogeneous
phonological behaviors between the two languages. It is premature to make the final conclusion and we need
diachronic evidence, quantitative acoustic analysis and objective reasoning to establish Chinese phonology.
Key Words: tone, stress, disyllabic, PDIR
1

This study is supported by Chinese national social science fund “Comparative Studies on Mandarin and English Underlying Prosodic
Structure Mechanism” (ZX20170049).
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A Study on the Improvement of the Foreign Words' Pronunciation in Korean TTS
Hyeon-Yeol Im
Chung-ang University
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Formal co-evolution of form and meaning
Keith Tse
Ronin Institute
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Quantifier scope ambiguity in Mandarin revisited
Tian Gan and Cheng-Yu Edwin Tsai
City University of Hong Kong
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Presupposition effects and standard negation in Gaozhou Cantonese
Chit Yu Lam
University of Cambridge
This paper presents original data from Gaozhou Cantonese and argues that there is only one standard negator in the
variety and yet the incompatibility between negation and aspect marking strongly resembles the pattern well-known
in Mandarin méiyǒu. Gaozhou Cantonese is a variety spoken in Gaozhou, Maoming, a county situated in the
southwestern part of the Guangdong Province; documentation and formal study on the variety have been scarce.
Based on the official county chronicle, there are two standard negators recorded in the variety – mau5 ‘not’ and
mau5 jau5 ‘not have’ – which are suggested to be interchangeable. Natural data from the field, however, shows that
mau5 ‘not’ is the only standard negator, with jau5 ‘have’ only used in negative existential or possessive constructions
as a verbal predicate meaning ‘to exist’ or ‘to possess’.
Moreover, mau5 as the only standard negator in Gaozhou Cantonese, displays an incompatibility with all aspectual
marking except the experiential aspect – a pattern found in Mandarin standard negation with méiyǒu ‘not-have’ and
Hong Kong Cantonese mou5 ‘not.have’. Typologically, an affirmative-negative asymmetry in the aspectual
categories expressed is no novelty. But where Chinese is concerned, the aspectual incompatibility in Gaozhou
Cantonese negation shows that the aspectual sensitivity in Chinese varieties may not be attributed to a need for
division of labour between the standard negators in the system, nor the fact that negators like Mandarin méiyǒu or
Hong Kong Cantonese mou5 are inherently perfective as many have suggested in the literature. I argue that the
negation-aspect incompatibility observed in Gaozhou Cantonese (and other Chinese varieties) is generated by
general principles of presupposition.
In this paper, I propose that aspect in Chinese encodes definiteness (cf. Ramchand’s 2008 analysis of Russian aspect).
Precisely, aspect encodes definiteness of the Assertion Time within the event time frame the same way determiners
encodes definiteness of nominal reference. And just as definite nominal expressions have the existence of the denoted
entities presupposed, a definite aspect presupposes the existence of the situation it modifies; such presupposition is
not cancellable under negation. Therefore, standard negation in Gaozhou Cantonese, as well as Mandarin méiyǒu
and Hong Kong Cantonese mou5, are only compatible with indefinite aspects, i.e. experiential aspect and at times
with imperfective aspects. When a sentence is marked by a definite aspect, such as, perfective, the situation
concerned is presupposed to exist and asserted to exist at a unique time moment within the time frame of the event
by the aspect marker. The negation of such sentence thus anomalously expresses that ‘there is a unique reference
time for the event which is one of the time moments in the temporal trace function of the event, but the event does
not exist’.
In sum, this paper introduces new empirical data from a previously un(der)-studied variety of Cantonese to show
that the Mandarin-style aspectual incompatibility is attested in a system with only one standard negator. The new
observation points to a re-understanding of the nature of the negators, and prompts for a more general explanation
for such incompatibilities based on presupposition effect in definite expressions, which in turn extends the concept
of definiteness to the verbal domain.
Ramchand, Gillian Catriona. 2008. Perfectivity as aspectual definiteness: Time and the event in Russian. Lingua
118(11). 1690–1715.
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A Non-unified Account to Cantonese 'Dou'
Ka Keung Lee and Yu-Yin Hsu
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
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Determining the role of dou-licensing in intervention effects of why-questions –
experimental study

An

Dawei Jin
Shanghai Jiao Tong University
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The acquisition of locational and directional prepositional constructions in L2 English by
adult Chinese speakers
Stano Kong
Tunghai University
This study tests adult Chinese speakers of second language (L2) English in the domain of manner of motion verbs
with locational and directional prepositional phrases. Ninety-eight Chinese speakers (a language which disallows
ambiguity between locational and directional readings in sentences like Tom ran under the bridge) were asked to
interpret locational and directional PPs in English (a language which allows ambiguous locational and directional
readings). The learners were divided into three proficiency levels and their performance was compared with a native
speaker control group. The results from a written picture-matching test indicate that there is a discrepancy between
native and non-native mental representations of the grammars concerned; whereas native grammars allow ambiguity
between locational and directional readings, L2 learners overwhelmingly prefer locational readings to ambiguous
readings of prepositional constructions. Results of the study lend support to the UG and Subset Principle Delinked
Hypothesis, one of the predictions of the Subset Principle (Berwick 1985; Wexler and Manzini 1987), which argues
that learning principles and UG may not be interactive in adult second language acquisition, resulting in a grammar
which represents neither the L1 nor the L2 but is nevertheless a natural language permitted by UG.
Keywords: locational, directional, UG, subset principle, prepositional constructions, second language acquisition
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非華語學生手部動詞習得研究
曾櫻棋（Ying Ki Tsang）
The Education University of Hong Kong
王珊（Shan Wang）
The University of Macau
手部動詞是動詞次範疇中重要的下位分類，非華語學生在學習該類動詞時存在不少困難。本文以香港
某中學的非華語學生爲對象，針對手部動詞的學習，透過調查問卷和訪談等收集數據，詳細分析其偏誤用
例，探討其偏誤類型，幷提出教學策略。
學生的主要偏誤類型包括動賓誤配、誤用反義詞、誤用動詞重疊形式等。針對這些問題，本文認為
手部動詞的學習應該遵循由易到難、由淺入深、由簡到繁的原則，注重運用直接法、情景教學法等。
關鍵詞：非華語、手部動詞、偏誤、詞彙
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3 至 4 歲漢語普通話兒童處所類“把”字句理解研究
Xuepei Tang and Lu Zhang
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
“把”字句作為現代漢語普通話中一種多產、高頻且具有漢語特色的句式，一直是兒童語言獲得研究中的
熱點問題。把字句的基本結構是 NP1+把+NP2+V，按照 NP2 所擔任的題元角色，“把”字句可以分為受
事、客事、感事、處所和工具五類。已有的研究表明，不同類型的“把”字句對於兒童而言存在獲得上的
先後順序，處所“把”字句較晚獲得。已有的“把”字句獲得研究都提及了兒童處所“把”字句的產出非
常延後，但兒童對處所“把”字句的理解是否存在問題尚待探討。本文通過實證研究提出，兒童對於處所
“把”字句確實存在理解層面的困難，理解層面的困難可能是造成處所“把”字句產出延後的一個重要因
素。
本研究為調查漢語普通話學齡前兒童對處所“把”字句的理解情況，共設計了三組理解實驗，對 8 名 3 至
4 歲漢語普通話學齡前兒童的處所“把”字句的理解情況進行了測試。實驗一為圖片選擇測試，實驗目的
為測試兒童對於“把”字句中 NP2 的理解傾向性，即測試兒童更傾向于將“把”後的 NP2 理解為受事還
是處所；實驗二為典型受事“把”字句真值判斷測試，實驗目的為測試兒童能否正確理解典型的受事“把”
字句；實驗三為典型處所“把”字句圖片選擇測試，實驗目的為測試有方位名詞做 NP2 處所標記的情況對
兒童理解處所類“把”字句是否產生影響。
實驗結果發現，相對於典型的受事“把”字句，3 至 4 歲兒童大對處所“把”字句的理解存在困難;4 歲年
齡組與 3 歲年齡組對處所“把”字句的理解無顯著年齡組間差異;NP2 位置上出現的處所標記如“上”、
“裡”等方位詞對兒童理解處所類“把”字句總體來說無顯著影響；女生被試組對處所標記詞的投射敏感
度高於男生被試組，女生被試組對帶有處所標記方位詞的處所“把”字句的理解情況更接近于成人;性別
或是影響處所“把”字句獲得的重要因素。本實證研究通過三個理解實驗證明 3 至 4 歲漢語普通話兒童對
於處所類“把”字句確實存在理解困難，從語言理解層面對以往的兒童“把”字句獲得研究進行了補充。
關鍵字：“把”字句；處所類；兒童語言獲得
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A cross-sectional study on the acquisition of Chinese VV compounds in DHH children
Ka Ho Kan and Kenith Kai Lai Chan
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Verb compounding is one of the most common syntactic processes in Mandarin Chinese. A VV compound is formed
by concatenating a main verb with a particle that denotes the result of such a main verb. Regarding the acquisition
of VV compounds, previous research has predominantly focused on the acquisition of such compounds in
monolingual children such as in Mandarin-speaking children (Deng, 2010) and Cantonese-speaking children (Keung,
2007). There were even fewer previous studies examined the later acquisition of such VV compounds, during school
age and also during the acquisition of literacy. This research was motivated to fill the research gap of how deaf and
hard of hearing (DHH) children have developed VV compounds in their school years from a bimodal bilingual
perspective.
The current research adopts a lexical semantic approach by categorizing the particles into three broad types that
convey different semantic meanings respectively: Resultative—with the particles denoting the state (such as din6
sei2); Directional (such as laai1 haa6); and Completive—denoting the achievement (such as zou6 jyun4). Note that
the result particles for the directional and completive ones can be stacked to convey a variety of meanings. This
corpus-based research conducted examined the written narrative of the frog story by DHH children. Their acquisition
is measured by a few statistical means, with age of first emergence and production rate give us an idea about the
usage in DHH children. This study also addresses the productivity of the three kinds of resultatives.
There are five main findings. Firstly, DDH children were found to produce significantly fewer correct VV
compounds than typically developing children. Regarding productivity, typically children were found to modify the
VV compounds with aspect markers or to expand the VP by stacking up the result particles. But 22% of DHH
children did not use such modifications. A correlation analysis was performed to investigate whether there is any
relationship between the performance of DHH children and their linguistic (spoken/sign) input. No correlation was
found between one’s correct performance and his/her input. Fourthly, the proportion of the three types of VV
constructions was computed. It was found that DHH children and typically developing children both produced
significantly more directional VV than the other two kinds. Regarding the error types, while no error was found in
typical developing children’s VV compounds production, DHH children were found to misuse result particle. DHH
also incorporate an incorrect V1 to their result particles. Miscellaneous errors included reversed word order, omission
of de-, reversed VC components, addition of an extra result particle, semantic mismatch between the V and the result
particle and addition of an extra argument.
This research has revealed the acquisition pattern of resultatives in DHH children. The data indicated a marked delay
in the concerned acquisition as shown in the production rate and productivity. This suggests that linguistic
competence could have been compromised due to the impoverished input received by DHH children. As for the
developmental sequence, both the DHH group and the typically developing group had demonstrated a similar pattern
in their proportion of VVs.
References
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Learning Multiple Languages and Becoming Cosmopolitan Citizens in the Face of Stereotypes:
The Case of Minority Youth in South Korea
Jaran Shin
University of Massachusetts, Boston
Abstract: Minority youth are treated as a “problem” that needs to be remedied through more vigorous integration
in society (Valdés, 1996). Although globalization has added further complexity to the situation, few studies account
for the ways in which globalization closes down or opens up ways for minority youth to view themselves.
Understanding people are who they are due to the way they talk (Cameron, 1997), this study examines how two
Korean minority teenagers use their semiotic resources to construct their identities under globalization. Drawing on
ecological perspectives (Kramsch, 2002), I employed a case study method (Yin, 2003). Jinsoo was a 13-year-old
boy with a Filipina mother; Korean was the predominant language at home, but some traces of English were found.
Heedong was a 15-year-old boy with a Vietnamese mother; his family used both Korean and Vietnamese. I spent
one year in their homes and classrooms. The collected data included fieldnotes and interviews. Adopting discourse
analysis (Blommaert, 2005), I focused recursively on how the teenagers positioned themselves in their daily lives.
Grounding the analysis in their words, I used descriptive coding to topicalize what they expressed (Miles &
Huberman, 1994). Analytical categories included mother’s language(s), English, and mobility.
Despite the pervasive social stigmatization of minority youngsters, Jinsoo and Heedong negotiated the imposed
identities and carved out third places for themselves. Jinsoo’s familiarity with English led him to consider the
Philippines as a stepping-stone to the U.S. and to further his educational career. Learning Vietnamese, Heedong
strived to connect with his Vietnamese family and work in different countries. Indeed, the two teenagers were
becoming cosmopolitan citizens who developed ethical values like solidary (Appiah, 2006) and who were willing to
belong to diverse local/global communities (Canagarajah, 2013). This study stresses minority youth’s agency in
exploring their identity options in the context of globalization.
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從港式粵語中的「潮語」看語碼轉換的意義—以粵英轉換及粵普轉換為例
李鎧軒（Timothy Lee）
元智大學中國語文系
壹、研究動機及價值
首先，港式粵語為粵語廣州話之下的一個分支，有別於一般「廣府話」。其形成因素主要因為香港由
一八四一年至一九九七年為英國殖民地，加上香港的人口結構多元且複雜，使在香港的粵語廣州話增添不
少地區的文化或口音，更出現不少語碼轉換的情況，形成港式粵語。然而，近年來香港社會出現了「潮語」
的概念。「潮語」並不是港式粵語的一個分支，而是港式粵語的一部分，變化日新月異，而且靈活度高。
雖然過往已有不少學者研究港式粵語中的「潮語」，但大多數都是圍繞著「潮語」的語法及詞構。本文試
以粵英語碼轉換及粵普語碼轉換的「潮語」作為焦點，並分析大眾使用這些用語的原因，以及當時社會狀
況對「潮語」出現的影響。
貳、研究方法
本文的焦點在於「潮語」，「潮語」即為潮流用語，就此筆者可能會比較多用到網絡資源，如電影對
白、網上報章、網上資料庫等等。但筆者同樣會運用到部份學者的論文以及實體書目，以作為論文參考，
並作為分析之理據。由於筆者為香港人，母語為粵語，因此個人對本題目已有一定應知，並盡會以香港市
民角度看各「潮語」的用法。
參、預期成果
筆者預期本論文最終可以分析部份語碼轉換的「潮語」能被繼續使用的原因，以及當時的社會狀況對
個別「潮語」的影響。同時亦分析出香港市民在使用語碼轉換的「潮語」的態度和意義所在。
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Cantonese Enregisterment and Entextualization
Alexander Hochner
In recent years, in Hong Kong, there has been a resurgence of the use of Cantonese in written media outside of
tabloids and text messages, along with an increased focus by native speakers on the importance of preserving their
language. These media include works of fiction, such as 男人唔可以窮, and books intending to increase
native speakers’ awareness of the inner workings of Cantonese, such as 廣東話要我 by Ben Sir. Unlike Standard
Written Chinese (SWC), Cantonese writing in Hong Kong is based upon the speech habits of the authors, who seek
to reflect in their texts a closeness to their everyday language that is not afforded through the use of SWC. This
closeness is reflected not only in the use of Cantonese-specific characters, words, grammar, and idioms, but also in
the sentence-final particles, which feature largely in dialogue. Due to the lack of a written standard, Cantonese offers
a great deal of flexibility in its written form. Alternate characters are common for many common words, and
sometimes certain characters are replaced with alternatives to achieve a visual effect, such as replacing 都 (dou1)
with 刀 (dou1).
In this presentation, I will discuss my preliminary research on enregisterment and entextualization vis-a-vis recent
developments in Cantonese literature. The core of my research is comprised of analyzing the ways native speakers
render spoken features of Cantonese into text. These features include register, accent, and prosody. Unlike many
languages that use an alphabet, Cantonese does not use a system of writing that readily transmits pronunciation. A
question that arises, then, is how features of speech that rely on pronunciation, such as affect, can be accurately
portrayed using Cantonese characters. In this presentation, I will discuss how, for example, authors render the
polished veneer of literary or academic Cantonese or the so-called “lazy tone” into writing to develop a character’s
voice and persona. Chinese characters offer a range of options that differ markedly from alphabets. One method is
to use characters phonetically. For example, the author 做金庸的男人 in his novel 《是咁的，我嘅職業係幫人瞓
覺》applies this method to indicate the speech habit of a character's maid, who does not have a good grasp of tones:
「喂!飯屋崎啦鵝地」(喂!返屋企啦我哋).
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Teasing apart attitudes from social contact using a quantitative variationist approach
Xuan Wang
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
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Tense and Aspect in Mandarin and beyond
Juvenal Ndayiragije
University of Toronto
Paul Law
City University of Hong Kong
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The Influence of Tense Interpretation on Discourse Coherence
—A Comparison of Three Temporal Modes of Discourse
Saina Wuyun
Macau University of Science and Technology / University International College
In the analytical framework of Centering Theory (cf. Joshi & Weinstein, 1981; Grosz, Joshi, & Weinstein, 1995;
1998; among others), there could be only one attentional focus in each utterance when a reader/receiver processes a
discourse. The attentional focus can undergo continuation, retention, as well as shift as discourse unfolds. Discourse
modes, according to Smith (2001, 2003, and 2009), are classified into five different types based on the situation and
entities they introduce into the discourse as well as their contributions to the text progression; namely narrative,
report, description, information, and argument. Among these five modes, narrative, description and report are
temporal modes, each of which is governed by a different set of temporal principles. Specifically, tense in narrative
conveys continuity interpretation; the deictic pattern is a default interpretation for report; and the anaphoric pattern
of interpretation meets the feature of the description mode.
Adopting Centering Theory as its analytical tool, Wuyun (2016) discusses the extended temporal structures in
narrative and report modes. By tracking the behavior of the attentional focus, the author demonstrates that narrative
and report discourse pattern differently in the ways of maintaining discourse coherence. These differences are
attributed to the divergence in tense interpretation of these two modes: continuity (narrative) vs. deixis (report). The
former tense interpretation maintains discourse coherence in more apparent ways, for example through the use of
pronominal forms and the inter-sentential function of a specific grammatical category. The latter tense interpretation
produces a comparatively non-compact relation between two adjacent utterances. Deixis does, however, make
possible both multiple foci branching and multiple foci retention, which together form a “last resort” strategy for
preserving the coherence of report discourse.
Discourse of description progresses in a different way from discourse of narrative or report: specifically, description
mode advances spatially. Data show that the spatial advancement of discourse and the anaphoric interpretation of
tense affect the attentional focus of a reader/receiver’s when s/he processes a description discourse. It is less plausible
to follow the traditional definition and recognize only the semantic entities as attentional foci. In the description
discourses we collected, a locative adverbial usually appears at the beginning of a discourse segment, with scope
over the segment that follows. Due to the temporal stability, it is feasible to assume that description is modeled with
a durative time adverbial that has scope over a given discourse segment, which signals the fixation of attentional
focus on that time duration. The attentional focus in description is the specific scene/spatial location portrayed within
the spatial scope, and the coherence of discourse is determined by the scope of the locative adverbial.
All texts advance through a structure—dynamic or otherwise. Discourse of the temporal modes advance as
location—temporal or spatial—changes. In narrative, situations are related to each other and the receiver moves
through narrative time. With report, situations are all related to the viewpoint of the reporter and the time of report.
Description is advanced through the change of location and is temporally stable. Given the difference in discourse
dynamism, the attentional focus varies in different modes of discourse ranging from semantic entity to temporal or
spatial location of a State or an Event. Such difference in turn influences the ways how discourse coherence is
maintained. The continuous interpretation of tense in narrative helps preserve a more coherent discourse relationship;
by contrast, the deictic pattern of tense interpretation in report makes the discourse relationship between two adjacent
utterances fairly non-compact. An anaphoric interpretation of tense in description sets a spatial scope, within which
discourse coherence is maintained to the full extent.
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The semantics of the deictic motion morpheme -lai in Mandarin
Mimi Tian
University of Mainz
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現代漢語「V.+一波」語法化初探
陳映汝
國立臺灣大學
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Overt contrastive topic marking in East Asian languages—the case with Wenzhounese
Huanghuang Chen and Dawei Jin
Shanghai Jiao Tong University
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Revisiting the Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH): A Proposal for a New
Proto-θ-Role
Tsz Ching Kong
The University of Hong Kong
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Two subclasses of verbs of thinking in Cantonese
Tsz Ming Lee
University of Southern California
Ka Fai Yip
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Introduction: Verbs of thinking (VOT), like other clause-taking predicates, are assumed to have a subcategorization
frame of V, [NP, CP]. This paper reports that a subclass of VOT appears to have an alternative frame V, [NP, VP].
The subclassification reveals an unusual syntax-semantic correlation between the subcategorization frame and
uncertainty.
Observation: Canonically, VOT like gugai ‘guess’ and m-zi ‘not know’ take as arguments an agent/experiencer and
a proposition. A less discussed usage is illustrated in (1) and (2), where the agent/experiencer argument is suppressed
and the subject now is not thematically related to the matrix predicate (but the following VP). We call this the
intervening usage.
(1) [NP Aafan]
gugai [VP jigging
zau-zo].
Aafan
guess
already
leave-PFV
‘I guess Aafan had left.’
(2) [NP keoi] dou m-zi
[VP heoi-zo
binsyu]. (Yap & Chor 2014:236)
3SG FOC NEG.know
go-PFV
where
‘I’ve no idea where on earth he’s gone.’
However, not all VOT have an intervening usage, as in (3). The presence/absence of intervening usage divide VOT
into two subclasses, as in (4).
(3) *coeng jyu gokdak / zidou
m-wui
ting.
CL
rain think
know
NEG.will
stop
‘I think/ know the rain won’t stop.’
(4)
b. VOT that disallow the
a. VOT that allow the intervening usage
intervening usage:
gugai ‘guess’, waaiji ‘doubt’, soengseon ‘believe’,
gokdak ‘think’, jingwai ‘think’,
paahai ‘fear’, gamgok ‘feel’, tengman ‘hear’, m-zi
gamgok-dou ‘felt’, teng-dou
‘don’t know’, m-geidak ‘don’t remember’, etc.
‘heard’, zidou ‘know’, etc.
Generalization: We suggest the distinction lies on the degree of certainty of the proposition:
(5) Only VOT that involve uncertain proposition allow an intervening usage.
If certainty translates into evidentiality, the verbs in (4a) concerns indirect experience and hearsay content,
whereas the verbs in (4b) concerns personal experience and contents with direct evidence. The distinction, then,
corresponds to the evidentiality hierarchy in (6).
(6) Evidentiality hierarchy (Speas 2004:258)
personal experience > direct (eg. sensory) evidence > indirect evidence > hearsay
Potential derivations of (1) & (2): (i) A pro + topicalization analysis (cf. Yap & Chor 2014), where, for example,
(1) has the structure [TOP Aafen]i pro gugai [CP ti jiging zau-zo]; (ii) Uncertain proposition, like resultative clause,
triggers ergativity shift (turning non-ergative verbs in to ergative ones) in the structure of VP (following Hoekstra &
Mulder 1990, Cheng 2007), which gives the structure [NP Aafen]i gugai [CP ti jiging zau-zo].
Selected reference: † Yap, F.-H. and W. O.-W. Chor. (2014). Epistemic, evidential and attitudinal markers in
clause-medial position in Cantonese. In W. Abraham & E. Leiss (eds), Modes of Modality, 219-260. Amsterdam:
John Benjamins. † Cheng, L. L.-S. 2007. Verb copying in Mandarin Chinese. In N. Corver & J. Nunes (eds.), The
copy theory of movement. Amsterdam: John Benjamins. † Hoekstra, T. & R. Mulder. 1990. Unergatives as copular
verbs; locational and existential predication. The Linguistic Review 7: 1–79.
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Exploring Disfluency in Sign Language: A direct observation on a conversation between two
native Hong Kong Sign Language signers
Kenith Kai Lai Chan
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
While speech disfluency has been examined adopting various aspects (e.g., Cripps, Cooper, Evitts & Blackburn,
2016; McDougall & Duckworth, 2017), signing disfluency has yet to receive enough attention. For instance, there
is no standardized assessment for identifying stutterer in sign language yet (Cripps et al., 2016). The current study,
which is the first study of disfluency in Hong Kong Sign Language (HKSL), analyzed a conversation between two
native signers, and it shows parallels between sign language and spoken language.
Disfluency in speech was described as “any phenomenon originated by the speaker which changes the flow of the
speaker's utterance” (McDougall & Duckworth, 2017). It is not only be found in stutterer’s production but also
frequently produced by fluent native speakers, especially in spontaneous speech. In other words, a disfluency is
produced when a language user, no matter what natural language he/she is using, encounters a difficulty in expressing
himself/herself during his/her turn of speech or signing.
Unlike speech disfluency which has been studied in the past few decades, signing disfluency has not been
systematically investigated. Though there were a handful of studies related to the notion of signing disfluency, the
studies have a common weakness–the methodology they adopted. These studies were done by sending participants
a questionnaire (Silverman & Silverman, 1971; Rieger, 2001; Cosyns, Herreweghe, Christiaens & Borsel, 2009) or
interviewing them (Whitebread, 2004). The participants were asked what behaviour they noticed from other signers
(Silverman & Silverman, 1971; Whitebread, 2004; Cosyns et al., 2009) or what signs they thought themselves would
use while hesitating (Rieger, 2001). The findings of those studies heavily depended on the subjective opinions of the
participants rather than natural signing data, thus they may not be sufficient to reflect the actual situation of signing
disfluency.
To provide a more accurate picture of disfluency in sign language with adequate justification, the current study
adopts direct observation on signers’ conversational data. A ten-minute conversation of two normally fluent HKSL
signers was analyzed and a native signer was consulted. In order to comment on whether disfluency in sign language
and spoken language is comparable, a comprehensive classification from one of the most recent speech disfluency
studies (McDougall & Duckworth, 2017) was taken as a reference.
The current study found that the signers exhibited disfluencies–pauses, prolongations, repetitions, and interruptions–
which had also been found in spoken language (McDougall & Duckworth, 2017). Moreover, pauses occurred the
most while prolongations were rarely found in the data. Also, shifting of eye-gaze, which is a component of roleshifting in sign language, can also be a symptom of disfluency. This study provides a better understanding of the
puzzling issue of disfluency in sign language.
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Syntactic mechanisms in causative passive correlation: a crosslinguistic investigation
Xiaoshi Hu
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
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Relation Multiplicity: SUBJ and post-verbal NP in Cantonese Indirect Passives
Pui Lun Chow
The University of Hong Kong
A majority of the attested examples in Cantonese indirect passives involve possessor-possessee relation, i.e. the
passive subject is shared with the possessor of a bigger NP. However, though it is less common, it is observed that
the passive subjects can hold other grammatical relations with the main verb2. The aim of this paper is two-fold.
First, I am going to lay out the possible grammatical relations between the indirect passive subject and the postverbal NP as well as the unacceptable ones. Second, I attempt to provide an account for the grammaticality of the
findings.
Apart from POSS of active object, the passive subject in Cantonese can also correspond to other constituents in an
indirect sentence:

2

Huang (1999) provides examples of Mandarin and Taiwanese passives in which no semantic relations are held between the SUBJ and
the post-verbal NP. Passive construction of this type is termed ‘exclusive passives’ or ‘adversative passives’.
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It is found that passive subject NP can correspond to OBLθ NP, POSS of OBLθ, and POSS of POSS of OBJ, but not
the POSS of SUBJ, OBJ inside a complement clause, SUBJ/OBJ of a relative clause3. Having shown that the indirect
passive subjects can associate with more than a possessor role, indirect passives should not be understood as a type
of ‘possessive raising’ (Shibatani 1994) and an account targeting on a particular structural position or semantic role
would hardly be unified.
Therefore, a unified account will have to seek a role shared by the various NPs an indirect passive subject can
associate. I hypothesis that the possibility of these relations is an interplay between topicalizing a certain constituent
(in a pragmatic aspect) and comprehension load owing to an island effect (in syntactic aspect).
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The passive subject can also correspond with the subject of relative clause if a resumptive pronoun is present before the verb inside the
relative clause.
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Defectivity: cliticization in French causatives and the long-distance Agree in thereconstruction
Xiaoshi Hu
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Songnan Quan
University of Paris 7
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Agreement variability in existential constructions: Integrating quantitative and qualitative
analyses
Shie Sato
Ritsumeikan University
This study is an investigation of the existential constructions in present-day American English, focusing on the use
of there’s with singular and plural subjects. For comparative purposes, non-past existential forms there is and there
are are also examined. By comparing there’s with the other forms, the study aims to explore the collocational and
discoursal features specific to there’s, particularly those of non-agreement. The data for this study is taken from the
Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English (MICASE; Simpson et al., 2002) and both quantitative and
qualitative analyses are conducted based on the following numbers of existential constructions: 3007 for there’s, 458
for there is, and 708 for there are. Although there has been considerable interest in the phenomenon of
(non-)agreement, to my knowledge, there have not been any studies to date that examine there’s integrating both
quantitative and qualitative analyses. The main claim of this paper is that the speaker’s conception can override
grammatical constraints and that non-agreement forms of there’s are full-fledged forms of expression when followed
by plural subjects configured by the speaker as one totality. The findings suggest that there’s co-occurs with stancerelated markers and therefore that there’s can be distinguished from the other forms as a more subjective form of
expression. The study concludes that the notions of singularity and plurality are not fixed conceptions, but have
dynamic aspects adaptable to the speaker’s interactive needs and manner of conceptualization.
Corpus
Simpson, R. C., Briggs, S. J. Ovens, J., Swales, J. M., 2002. The Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English.
The Regents of the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
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《廣韻》至《集韻》類隔重探
孔薇涵
三明學院（中國福建）
一、問題意識
(一) 《切韻》選音的標準並非全面的 《切韻》序提及編纂過程及選音原則是:「因論南北是非，古今通
塞。欲更捃選精切，除削疏緩」。因此，《切韻》音系是經過挑選過的，並非一時一地之音，這已是學術
界絕大部分的共識。但必須追問的是，除了留在紙本上的音之外，哪些音是被「捃選」、「除削」而沒有
留在 《切韻》中的呢?
(二)《大宋重修廣韻》中的「獨用」與「同用」依然無法看出被《切韻》遺漏的那些音《廣韻》各卷卷首
的韻目之下注有「同用」、「獨用」，王力認為，必有實際的語音依據。只是，《大宋重修廣韻》是為了
因應科舉考而在《切韻》基礎上所增補的韻書，不全然可以反映出當時《切韻》編纂時被「捃選」、「除
削」的音。
(三) 《集韻》雖然在《廣韻》的基礎上重修，但是多有更動，從中可窺得當時 語音的情況，例如在歸字
上，有許多地方和《廣韻》不同；此外，《集韻》還修 改了《廣韻》的類隔切，改為音和切。
二、研究問題
這些更動，筆者認為，可以從南方方言去探究其線索，《集韻》對於《廣韻》的更動，是否取材於南方方
音，這是本研究的研究目的之一。畢竟，中國南方方言 相較於北方方言較為錯綜複雜，而中國政經中心
長期在北方，從《切韻》來說，「捃選」、「除削」的標準何在？筆者大膽的假設，應是以當時共同語為
標準。直至宋代，語音演變的觀念漸漸進入士人心中，編選韻書雖然仍難以完全擺脫傳統，但已能將視野
拓展到標準語之外，也因此，標準語之外的方言，能漸漸進入韻書之中。
準此，本論文的研究問題是，從《集韻》對《廣韻》反切的改良當中，試圖找出《切韻》被「捃選」、
「除削」的那些方音。
三、研究方法與取材
本研究以文獻資料為主，兼以現代方言調查資料。唯必須說明的是，現代方言受到移民史影響甚為深遠，
取材現代方言時，必須細膩地探究該方言發展的來龍去脈，方能得到客觀的結論。
四、預期成果—《廣韻》至《集韻》類隔中所遺漏的方言現象
從文獻上來說，中古音研究若是遇到與《切韻》音系不符合的現象，往往當成「例外」處理。筆者認為，
應該忠於《切韻》序所提出的編纂原則--「因論南北是非，古今通塞。欲更捃選精切，除削疏緩」，《切
韻》音系並非一時一地之音，若對照現代漢語方言，必然會有許多「例外」現象。然而，筆者認為，這項
「例外」並非「例外」，而是當初《切韻》邊纂時，沒有被選入的音。本文將《集韻》對《廣韻》的重新
改革視為一個窗口，藉以探究當時被陸法言等人「捃選」「除削」而 未能表現在韻書中的音。
關鍵字：廣韻 集韻 類隔
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The Affiliation of Yongnan Zhuang in Diachronic Perspectives
Hanbo Liao
The University of Hong Kong
Yongnan Zhuang (YN), a Tai language group registered in the list of Central Tai (CT), frequently share more certain
phonological/lexical innovations with Northern Tai (NT) languages, and this has led its affiliation of CT or NT to
be debatable. Based on its robust contrastive aspirated initial stops, which lack in NT but are well-developed in CT
languages, Chinese linguists have conventionally grouped it as a sub-group of Southern Zhuang of CT (Zhang et al.
1999). Rejecting to the conventional grouping, this paper suggests that YN should be first grouped with NT
languages to form a NT-YN sub-branch of which the CT-Southwestern Tai (SWT) sub-branch is a sister, based on
evidence from the diachronic hierarchies of linguistic innovations involved in tonal behaviors, initial and vocalic
behaviors, as well as exclusive lexical items. Agreeing with Liang and Zhang (1996) and Pittayaporn (2009), initial
aspiration in CT-SWT languages is suggested to be of post-proto-Tai innovation. That languages from YN have
developed robust initial aspiration is nothing more than an areal feature shared with the languages from the CT-SWT
sub-branch due to the later contact. As an inspiration, it is crucial for language classification to subgroup languages
from the same family by using the criterion of shared innovation on diachronic hierarchies and orders.
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西夏語聲母構擬新議
戴忠沛
香港大學
西夏語是是一種已經消亡的藏緬語，保留了大量寫成於11至13世紀以西夏文寫成的文獻，可以為原始漢藏
語構擬提供証據。的西夏人曾經仿照漢文體例編纂西夏文的韻書，是西夏語聲母構擬的重要依據，其中最
重要的文獻包括：
一、 《文海》：按照聲調分平聲、上聲、雜類三部分，各卷下再將西夏字按照韻母排列。《文海》存世
有兩個較重要的版本，其中甲種本各字條下有注釋，兼附反切，惟上聲卷全佚。乙種本為簡略版，雖然平
聲上聲兩卷齊備，但是內容只記字條，而刪去注釋反切。
二、 《同音》：按照重唇音、輕唇音、舌頭音、舌上音、牙音、齒頭音、正齒音、喉音、來日音共九個
聲母類別排列，各聲母類別下再把西夏字同音歸類。
以上兩項文獻俱為西夏聲母構擬的「內部証據」，透過《同音》可知西夏字的聲母類別，而《文海》的反
切資料則能夠把不同的西夏字以陳澧的反切繫連方式連結，形成「反切上字連鎖」，相同反切上字連鎖內
的西夏字，可視為聲母相同。在把相同聲母的西夏字歸類，建立西夏語聲母的框架後，再利用夏漢對音、
夏藏對音、夏梵對音等「外部証據」，就可以為各聲母擬定音值，進而為各西夏字擬定字音。
然而，西夏語聲母構擬還存在一些問題，主要包括：
一、 目前學界有幾套西夏語聲母構擬方案，並非所有方案都建基於反切証據。如果不是建基於文獻反切資
料的聲母構擬方案，雖然流傳甚廣，卻未必可信。
二、 由於《文海》甲種本上聲卷佚，上聲字的反切無考，使得各反切連鎖未能完整繫連，同一聲母類別下
的不同反切連鎖可能代表相同聲母，也可能代表不同聲母。目前學界即使是依靠反切資料構擬的方
案，如果兩個或多個反切連鎖的對音資料反映相同的聲母，即假定它們同屬一個聲母，無法從構擬字
音得知該字屬於哪一個反切連鎖。
三、 部分西夏字未能歸入任何反切連鎖，卻碰巧有對音資料，即按照對音資料直接為該西夏字構擬聲母。
以上種種，雖然令絕大多數西夏字都能夠得到構擬字音，卻無視各構擬字音可靠程度或有差異。學界如果
使用來源欠妥的西夏構擬字音作原始漢藏語構擬的依據，將容易出現偏差。
因此，本文提出以下建議：
一、 西夏語的聲母構擬，必須以《文海》反切為基礎。
二、 對於不同的「反切連鎖」，即使外部証據顯示他們極可能屬於同一個聲母，依然要區別清楚，例如
兩個同樣構擬為p-的反切連鎖，應分別以 p1-、p2- 標示。
三、 對於不知反切連鎖而只有外部証據的西夏字，聲母可以 px- 標示。
四、 對於只知聲類而不知反切連鎖，也沒有外部証據的西夏字，聲母可以代表該聲類的大寫字表示，例
如 P-。
五、 對於不知聲類也沒有外部証據的西夏字，聲母可以長方框 表示。
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Rapport Management by Chinese Celebrities on Facebook and Weibo
Doreen Wu and Minfen Lin
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
The paper attempts to examine how Chinese celebrities manage rapport with their followers on social media, with a
comparison between the Chinese mainland (on Weibo) and Hong Kong (on Facebook) celebrities. Six months of
postings by twelve most-followed Weibo and Twitter celebrities from the Chinese mainland and Hong Kong in 2017
have been retrieved and analyzed. It is found that the prevalent relational acts commonly used by both Weibo and
Facebook celebrities to manage rapport with their followers include sharing information, retweeting information,
inviting response, and expressing stance, etc.; and the commonly prevalent interactive features include the use of
picture or emoji symbols, orality, humor, and codemixing, etc. Nonetheless, differences also exist in that while
Weibo celebrities tend to use more acts of directives and expressing stance, Facebook celebrities use more acts of
retweeting information and online video sharing; Weibo celebrities tend to use more netspeak and humor whereas
Facebook celebrities use more literate, poetic style and codemixing. Using English only also appears on the posts of
Facebook celebrities. Finally, the paper concludes with a discussion and explanation of the commonalities and
differences between Weibo and Facebook celebrities.
Keywords: Celebrity Discourse, Rapport Management; Speech Acts; Speech Features, Facebook, Weibo
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